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"THE WONDERFUL APPEARANCE of an Angel, Devil & Ghost, to a 
GENTLEMAN in the Town of Boston, 

In the Nights of the 14th, 15th, and 16th of October, 1774" (Boston, 1774) 
 
A little known political document, "The Wonderful Appearance" is sort of a colonial 
American version of A Christmas Carol in which three apparitions try to convert a sinner. 
It was published in Boston in the summer of 1774, the moment of greatest popular rage 
against royal officials in Massachusetts. It asked the ordinary reader to consider carefully 
what might happen to someone who tried to remain neutral—or worse, gave comfort to 
the enemy—during a revolutionary crisis. Although the story contains marvelous humor, 
it reminds us of the pressure a community could bring to bear on enemies and skeptics. 
 
The narrator, who sympathizes with the British, returns to his room after a supper with 
some jovial companions and is struck by terror when he hears an awful sound nearby. 
The noise continues until a "violent wrap against" his window signals the entrance of an 
angel, who pulls up a chair and delivers two messages. First, the angel says, if the 
narrator does not cease to oppress his countrymen, he will end up in hell. Second, the 
Devil is going to drop by tomorrow night to tell him so in person. Like Scrooge, the 
narrator tries to convince himself that his first nocturnal visitor was merely a delusion, 
but he never quite succeeds. The next night, as predicted, the Devil—a rational, cool-
headed gentleman—appears and asks the narrator how he became such an enemy to his 
country. The narrator protests that he is not an enemy and to prove it describes how he 
helped to promote the Stamp Act, which, unfortunately, "did not produce those good 
effects that were intended by it." Asked for more evidence, he proclaims his support of 
the Townsend Acts, his abhorrence of the Boston Tea Party, and his approval of the 
closing of Boston harbor. After hearing all this, the Devil, who normally embraces 
loyalists, warns him that if he does not desist from pursuing "cursed plots," he will suffer 
immeasurable torment in hell. The next evening, unheralded by the angel, a ghost 
appears. It is the shade of one of the narrator's long-dead ancestors, who scolds him for 
betraying the hard work and suffering his forbearers endured to create America. Does the 
narrator change his ways? You'll have to read the story to find out. 
 
 



Discussion Questions 
 

1. Who is the audience for this story? 
2. Why did the author resort to the ghost story genre? 
3. How does the transcriber of the story seek to establish its truthfulness? 
4. How would you characterize the narrator? 
5. How does the story portray the moral character of loyalists? 
6. Does the story show sympathy for loyalists?  If so, how? 
7. How does the story interpret loyalty to the Crown? 
8. What do you make of the fact that both an angel and the Devil endorse the patriot 

cause? 
9. In what ways is “The Wonderful Appearance” a debate between the narrator and 

the transcriber? 
10.  Why does the Devil call the narrator a “parracide”? 
11.  Why would the Devil seek to save someone from hell? 

 


































































